The Baggara Tribes
very necessary class to whom we have not always paid
enough attention, with bad results. The Nazir of a large
tribe must have lieutenants who can represent him with
authority ; Omdas may have considerable authority, but
it is rigidly confined to their own Omodia, they are rather
too important to submit themselves implicitly to a Nazir's
often secret and urgent missions, and they are not as a
rule greatly trusted by him. Hence arises this important
office of Manadib, who having authority, being trusted by
the Nazir and owing their position entirely to him, lend
themselves readily for much that is undesirable unless
their position is regularised. They should be salaried and
fully recognised and great care expended on their selection.
The advent of native Courts in these tribes tends to
curb the Nazir's despotic power rather than to afford him
powers hitherto unknown among these people. In fact,
among these very ambitious people, the Court itself often
tried to exceed its functions by appropriating executive
power. Their introduction has thus tended to curb the
worse abuses of the Nazirs.
Our incursions in Education have hitherto not been very
satisfactory. The tribes themselves do not wish to lose
their boys from herding in order to make them clerks.
The few local schools are also of a very low level and it is
difficult to get material with which to improve them. At
the same time there is a serious shortage of local boys to
fill the few clerical posts on the Native Ad ministration
staffs, and it is common in Darfur for these to be held
by foreigners. There is a great need for a school to be
attended by all who would be likely to hold important
posts in the Native Administration in later years, where
they would learn reading, writing and simple arithmetic
really well and where the rest of the curriculum made
them familiar with the methods of combating
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